
From IM, to voice and video, unified communications (UC) platforms provide a flexible, cost-
effective way to collaborate with colleagues and customers. But for regulated companies, or 
those with strict legal or corporate policies, using UC can be a challenge. Vantage gives you 
the control you need to deploy Cisco Jabber in a way that keeps your business compliant 
with regulatory, legal and corporate requirements.

Set policies, react quickly and stay compliant Vantage gives you granular policy control 
at the company, group, and user levels, enabling management of IM and group chat, 
disclaimers to end users, ethical walls, reporting, workflow, and audit reports. It monitors 
content in real-time, so you can mitigate risks like data leaks or the use of inappropriate 
language. Set policies that scan for keywords, phrases, and regular expressions like 
credit card or social security numbers. If a match is found, Vantage can alert someone 
immediately. With that level of control, it’s the only solution that can address the strictest 
interpretations of key government and industry requirements like those set by the SEC, 
FINRA, IIROC, FCA/PRA, FERC, FISMA, FRCP, and Sarbanes-Oxley.

Manage compliance more efficiently Whether you need to keep some things or 
everything, Vantage can help. Determine exactly how much and what kinds of content your 
business needs to retain, then set policies that capture only the most relevant content. 
Vantage captures all IMs and persistent chats in Cisco Jabber.

Reduce eDiscovery costs and complexity Your legal department needs to focus on 
defending your business, not searching its records. Vantage captures content in full context, 
including deleted and modified entries, which makes performing searches faster, less costly 
and more complete. It also guarantees export of conversations to archives in chronological 
order, ensuring an accurate audit trail. 

Protect from data leakage and inbound security threats  
Within collaborative environments such as Cisco Jabber, you can federate to publicly 
available real-time communications tools, such as Yahoo! Messenger, AIM, and Google 
Talk. However, doing so results in a heterogeneous environment that requires a security and 
compliance solution that addresses the whole real-time communications spectrum.

Malware is increasingly spreading to real-time communications. Spam is also moving beyond 
the email inbox into the IM stream, further increasing the risk of inadvertent malware 
infection. In addition, there may be a risk of individuals sending valuable proprietary 
information outside the corporate network using unmonitored IM and UC channels. Vantage 
can help you overcome these challenges through real-time monitoring and blocking of 
conversations on Cisco Jabber.

Vantage for Cisco Jabber 

KEY BENEFITS    
•	 Meet regulatory, legal, 

and corporate governance 
requirements in a unified way

•	 Increase ROI by reducing the 
time and cost of data retrieval 
and other IT-related tasks

•	 Help make eDiscovery faster, 
less costly and more complete

•	 Protect your corporate brand, 
reputation, and confidential 
information

•	 Ensure scalability as your 
requirements change

Ensure you have the control and security you need to deploy Cisco Jabber throughout your organization 

in a way that meets the most demanding information governance requirements.
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Enhance Cisco Jabber deployments 
Vantage provides granular security, compliance, and policy controls for Cisco Jabber.  
For instance, it accurately and completely logs all real-time communications, including blocked messages, to ensure compliance with 
corporate governance, regulatory, and eDiscovery requirements.
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Function Additional Benefit Provided by Vantage

Central policy and logging for IM UC policy is defined centrally and applied across all 
communication modalities; captured data is stored in 
a single location to provide a comprehensive view of 
system usage and a single integration point for data 
archival systems

Public IM client support Support for Yahoo! Messenger, AIM, and Google Talk

Authentication & authorization services Policies at company, group, and user levels; Group-level 
ethical boundaries; IP address-based policies; Access 
controls and monitoring options

SpIM blocking Content-based protection using white/black lists and 
custom rules

URL blocking Domain-configurable and direction-configurable  
URL policies

Legal disclaimer notification Disclaimers sent inline and audited; disclaimer display 
controls at the IM network and group levels

Tamper detection Guaranteed message order preservation; anti-tamper 
mechanism validates conversation integrity

Compliance and eDiscovery retrieval Reporting on IM usage, security violations, compliance 
violations, transcript reviews; scheduling and auto- 
delivery available


